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1 Introduction
This paper1 is the first in a series of two, in which we (i) explore some aspects of
heterogeneous systems of representation and communication2 (ii) show how American
Sign Language (ASL) exhibits some of those features; (iii) draw some morals for the
design of interfaces. This paper explores (i) at some length and ends with a brief look
at (ii).
Heterogeneous systems of representation and communication are systems that combine representations whose meanings work on different principles, such as pictures and
words. (We will try to reserve the word “language” for natural languages, like English
and American Sign Language (ASL), and not use it for just any system of structured
representations.)
This talk reflects work that we have been doing in collaboration with Cathy Haas
of the Archimedes Project at CSLI and Bill Stokoe of Gallaudet University, having to
do with richly grounded meaning in ASL.
Richly grounded meaning or RGM is a generalization of what Peirce called “iconicity”; the symbol and what it symbolizes are naturally rather than arbitrarily connected.3
The key word here is “arbitrary”; probably most RGM symbols are conventional in the
sense developed by David Lewis in Convention ([22]), but there is a natural connection
between the symbol and what it symbolizes. The traditional word instead of “natural”
might be “resemblance”. We emphasize that what is in question is something psychological; a robust cognitive correspondence between properties of a symbol (which must
have enough interesting properties to ground such a relation, hence “richly grounded”)
and properties of that which is symbolized. Resemblance is too restrictive. There are,
1 To appear in the Proceedings of the Conference on Information-Oriented Approaches to Logic, Language and Computation; the conference was held June 12-15, 1994, at St. Mary’s College, Moraga, California. c 1994, John Perry and Elizabeth Macken.
2 Our choice of “heterogeneous” follows Barwise and Etchemendy’s “heterogeneous reasoning”.
3 The concept of RGM is described more fully in ([23]).
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we think, various logical properties that correlate with, contribute to, and may even be
necessary conditions of such natural correspondences, but whether a system that meets
the logical requirements actually works to give an intuitive system is always a matter
of psychological fact. A correspondence that is cognitively robust for one person may
not be for another, due to different experiences stemming from difference in training,
culture, and the like.
Heterogeneous communication systems combine arbitrary-conventional symbols
with richly grounded ones. Maps, charts, Hyperproof4, graphical user interfaces and
American Sign Language are all, we think, heterogeneous communication systems.5
As the examples of Hyperproof and stylized documents suggest, there has been a lot
of thinking about heterogeneous communication systems going on by people attending
STASS conferences, and we will draw particularly on work from STASS II by Barwise
and Etchemendy ([1, 2]) and Stenning and Oberlander ([4]).
In all of the cases, symbols with arbitrary-conventional meaning (ACM) are combined with symbols with RGM. For example, the upper part of a Hyperproof screen
has a pictorial diagram of a blocks world, while the bottom part gives information
about the same situation in the predicate calculus. The top part may contain labels,
ACM symbols that allow the integration of information. In a map, symbols with ACM
(like “Lincoln” and “Omaha” are placed in a 2-dimensional representational system
(or are used to label dots in such a system) in which distance and direction are used to
represent distance and direction.
We do the following:





Discuss criteria that have been offered for what makes representations diagramlike or picture-like. We will look at Barwise and Etchemendy, Larkin and Simon,
and Stenning and Oberlander.
On the basis of ideas and examples gathered from these authors, we will provide a list of criteria which allow us to distinguish among text-like, chart-like,
diagram-like map-like and picture-like representations.
We will then show how ASL incorporates text-like, chart-like and diagram-like
systems of representation.

Before plunging into this, however, we want to put it in a larger perspective, by
briefly describing how we see the Archimedes Project at CSLI and the present state of
the computer and communications industry as motivating the study of heterogeneous
systems of representation and communication.
4 Hyperproof is system for teaching basic elements of reasoning, developed by Jon Barwise and John
Etchemendy ([?]).
5 We also think that stylized documents of the sort discussed by Devlin and Rosenberg fit into this category, although we won’t discuss them tonight.
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2 The Archimedes Project and Heterogeneous Communication Systems
The Archimedes Project at CSLI has to do with the accessibility of information to
people with disabilities. It turns out that many themes from the situation-theoretical
perspective are quite relevant to and we think helpful in thinking about this, in particular
the distinction between information and particular ways of presenting information.
We use the term “disabled” for individuals with some condition or injury that prevents them from picking up information or initiating action in one or more of the standard ways. “Handicapped” means that one cannot pick up information that most people
around one can, or cannot do the things most people around one can. Disability is often
a contributing factor to being handicapped, but it is neither a necessary nor a sufficient
condition. We are handicapped when we travel in Japan, because there is loads of information of which we cannot take advantage, not knowing Japanese. An individual with
a disability that requires her to use a wheelchair may have no difficulty getting information from a computer screen and inaugurating actions with a keyboard and mouse;
she is not handicapped by her disability in this activity.
A central idea of the Archimedes Project is that people with disabilities are quite
unnecessarily handicapped by systems that make information accessible only in one
form, suited for a particular mix of perceptual abilities, or requiring a specific motor
function to inaugurate action.
A recent example of this is “The GUI Problem” for blind computer users. Blind
people work well with computers with DOS interfaces. Screen readers automatically
convert the ASCII code to voice. But Graphical User Interfaces or GUIs have by
and large been a disaster for them. Screen readers fail when they hit windows, pulldown menus, icons, and the like. “Road-kill on the information highway,” as the blind
scientist Larry Scadden said recently about the his adventures on the world-wide web.
The concept of heterogeneous systems of communication developed as we studied
this problem. Our idea is that if we knew more about why such systems in general, and
GUIs in particular, were popular, and seemed to help people work with and communicate information more efficiently, we would be better able to understand what sort
accessible alternatives might be envisaged that would provide the same functionality.
Now it turns out that there is another example of a heterogeneous language that
is in fact a great boon for people with disabilities, namely American Sign Language
(ASL) which is used by many deaf people to communicate. ASL makes a particularly
interesting object of study because it is a natural language, with all of the expressive
power and subtlety of English or any other language. But because it is a language
of gesture rather than sound, it provides many more opportunities for richly grounded
meaning. Skilled ASL users employ the diagram-like possibilities of signing in clever
ways, and have various techniques for integrating information.
We hypothesize that heterogeneous systems of communication arise whenever the
possibility of richly grounded meaning is available. Neither spoken language by itself nor written language confined to text provides many opportunities, as the signal
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is rather thin. But when people are face-to-face and can use gestures, bits of paper,
napkin, blackboards or whatever, they do so.
Now we want to say a little more about RGM generally.
It is important to distinguish RGM in elements and higher-order RGM. By an element, we mean representations of particular objects, such as dots for cities on a map
and the parts of a picture that represent specific things. An element has RGM if it resembles (i.e., cognitively corresponds to) the object that it stands for. Many of the signs
of ASL, and of other signing systems, strike people as having this property. However,
there is an extensive literature arguing that this property does not play a primary role in
the lexical items of ASL ([17], [19]). Although many signs may begin as iconic, they
tend to become stylized. They lose the psychological features we associate with RGM
signs, readily inferable meaning (RIM) and easily remembered meaning (ERM).6
We will call a system of representations “iconic” if it has lexical RGM. We distinguish three levels of iconicity. Pictures are fully iconic. The link between representations and what they represent is based on resemblance or some other cognitively
robust connection. Maps are partly iconic. Many of the symbols on a map have no
resemblance to what they represent, but many do, for example depictions of rivers and
highways. Ordinary text is non-iconic. With a few exceptions, it is only arbitrary
conventions which connect the basic symbols with what they represent.
By higher-order RGM, we have two things in mind. The first is what we call
Internally Modifiable Meaning (IMM); even if a sign has little or no RGM, there may
be a system of modifications to it that do. IMM is pervasive in ASL.
The ASL sign for improve is an example of this. The basic sign involves moving the
right hand, palm facing back, first to the wrist and then near the crook of the extended
left arm. This sign is basically ACM—although there is a certain naturalness in having
an upwards movement as part of the sign for improvement. The important point is how
modifications, where English uses adverbs, are handled. The amount of improvement
may be signed by the relative distance moved on the forearm. This modification is
readily inferable—anyone who knows the sign for improve will easily grasp what the
modified signs mean.
The second thing we have in mind by higher-order RGM is illustrated in ASL by
the presence of a mode of signing that is closer to drawing pictures or diagrams or maps
than to constructing phrases or sentences, and this is what we will explore tonight.

3 What makes representations picture-like?
We turn now to the question of what makes a visually inspectable representation picturelike, map-like, diagram-like, chart-like or text-like.
6 Without in any way doubting the validity of this literature, we can also observe that the fight to rid ASL
of its image as a system of icons coincided with the fight to have it recognized as a full-fledged language.
From the time of Stokoe’s pioneering work in the 60’s through to the present, the emphasis in ASL studies
has been on the similarities between ASL and spoken languages.
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Our example is more or less taken from Example 5 in Barwise and Etchemendy’s
“Visual Information and Valid Reasoning” ([1]).
Here are two representations of the same situation, one a diagram, the other a textual description.
A
—



—

C
—

D
—

E
—

Figure 1: A diagram of five chairs and their occupants
a 6= b, a 6= c, etc.
a is a chair, b is a chair, c is a chair, etc.
a is to the left of b, b is to the left of c, etc.
A is a person, B is a person, etc.
A sits in a, C sits in c, etc.
b is not to be occupied.
Figure 2: A textual description of five chairs and their occupants
Figure 1 diagrams and Figure 2 describes a situation in which five chairs are arranged in a row and a person A occupies the leftmost chair, no one is allowed to occupy the second from the left, and C, D and E occupy the next three. The people are
indicated by large letters in both figures; the chairs are indicated by lines in the first
and small letters in the second.
What makes the first figure more picture-like, the second more text-like? We
will begin our investigation by examining a list of criteria offered by Barwise and
Etchemendy.

3.1

Barwise and Etchemendy’s Criteria

In ([1]), Barwise and Etchemendy list six ways in which diagrammatic representation
differs from linguistic representation: the former exhibit closure under constraints, conjunctive rather than disjunctive information, and homomorphic representation. They
support symmetry arguments and perceptual inference.
The point with respect to symmetry arguments is that such arguments are often
involved in reasoning with diagrams (for example the reasoning problem connected
with Example 5). This point about reasoning with diagrams is not presented as either a
necessary or a sufficient condition for something being a diagrammatic representation,
so we are going to set it aside. The point about perceptual inference we will defer until
later.
(We should emphasize that we are not indulging in the old-fashioned philosophical
exercise of searching for the essence of pictures or diagrams or RGM. We are engaged
in the new-fangled cognitive science exercise of looking for contributing factors to
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differences that we intuitively feel and exploit, that will lead to better and more useful
classifications of the phenomena in which those differences are found, and may support
increasingly detailed empirical and mathematical studies of the phenomena.)
So, as we were saying, what is the essence of pictures?
Homomorphism is at best a necessary condition. If we consider Figure 1 and Figure
2 we have homomorphism in both cases. We will make the point by showing the
correspondence between the representing facts and the represented facts. We will call
the lines in Figure 1, “1”,”2”,”3”,”4” and “5”; we will designate the people and chairs
with large and small letters, respectively.
For the pictorial representation:
Not same line, 1,2
etc.
Is line, 1
etc.
Is big letter, “A”
etc.
Is-left-of, “a”,”b”
etc.
Is-above, “A”, 1
etc.
Has  above, 2

Not same chair, a, b
etc.
Is chair, a
etc.
Is person, A
etc.
Is-left-of, a,b
etc.
Sits on, A,a
etc.
Is not to be occupied, b

Figure 3: Homomorphism from diagram to chair situation
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For the linguistic representation:
Have tokens flanking “6=”, “a”,”b”
etc.
Has token before token of “is a chair”, “a”
etc.
Has token followed by token of “is a person”, “A”
etc.
Have tokens flanking token of “is to the left of”“a”,”b”
etc.
Have tokens flanking “sits in”, “A”, “a”
etc.
Has token followed by token of “is not to be occupied, “b”

Not same chair, a,b
etc.
Is chair, a
etc.
Is person, A
etc.
Is-left-of, a,b
etc.
Sits on, A,a
etc.
Is not to be occupied, b

Figure 4: Homomorphism from description to chair situation
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Now Wittgenstein, noticing something like the sort of homomorphism we just presented, advanced the idea that sentences were pictures ([34]; see also [8]). He might
be right at a suitably deep level, but at the level at which we are operating, we draw the
conclusion that a homomorphism between the representing and the represented is not
enough to make the representation diagram-like.
In the case of real pictures, it is not so clear that there is a perfect homomorphism.
In a picture that uses perspective, one element being above another can signify that one
thing is behind another or that one thing is above another. This may simply show that
we have not chosen the representing relations carefully enough to find the homomorphism. We will assume that homomorphism is a good approximation of a necessary
condition for being picture-like or diagram-like.
Now let’s look at “closure under constraints”. As Barwise and Etchemendy note,
diagrams are physical situations and so they obey their own set of constraints. They
say,
By using a representational scheme appropriately, so that the constraints
on the diagrams have a good match with the constraints on the described
situation, the diagram can generate a lot of information that the user never
need infer. Rather, the user can simply read off facts from the diagram as
needed. This situation is in stark contrast to sentential inference, where
even the most trivial consequence needs to be inferred explicitly ([1]).
As we understand it, the property in question is more fully describable as,
Constraints on the facts in a representation R that represent facts about a
relation Q are such that IF Q-facts f1 : : : fn are explicitly represented in
R, and f1 : : : fn guarantee f-fact fn+1 , THEN R will explicitly represent
fn+1 .
Here is an example. Let these three blocks be our situation:

234

Figure 5: The three-blocks situation
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Let our picture-like representation be based on the idea that the representation will
be a row of letters on a line from left to right, so that a letter being to the left of another
represents the fact that the represented blocks are in the left of relation. We’ll use “B”
to name the block, “D” to name the diamond, and “T” to name the triangle.

BDT
Figure 6: Diagram-like representation of the three-blocks situation
Let our language-like representation be a sequence of sentences of the form “X is
to the left of Y”. If a sequence of letters X,Y flanks the “is to the left of” predicate, that
represents that the block X stands for is to the left of the block Y stands for.

B is to the left of D
D is to the left of T
Figure 7: Linguistic representation of three-blocks situation
Now if we put in our diagram-like representation a representation to the effect that
the box is to the left of the diamond, and one to the effect that the diamond is to the left
of the triangle, we will have eo ipso put one in to the effect that the box is to the left of
the triangle.
But, if we write the sentence “B is the left of D” and the sentence “D is to the left
of T” we will not have thereby written the sentence “B is to the left of T”.
So our diagram-like representation is closed under constraints, and our languagelike one is not.
Why is this so? In Figure 6 the transitivity of the “is to the left of in a row” relation
among tokens of letters matches the transitivity of being to the left of in a sequence of
blocks. But as Figure 7 shows, the relation of having letters that flank the words “is to
the left of” is not transitive. The relation holds between “B” and “D” and between “D”
and “T” but not between “B” and “T”.
Closure under constraints is a real difference between a diagram and a typical representation that is not diagram-like. But it is not a logically sufficient condition for
being diagram-like. One can imagine a magic slate that always automatically produced
the closing representation—i.e., would just write “A is to the left of C” when someone
had written on it, “A is to the left of B” and “B is to the left of C”. That would not be a
diagram-like representation.
(Approximate) homomorphism and closure under constraints arise when (but perhaps not only when) we have systematic, constrained and localized representation.
This requires that three conditions are met. First, a whole system of relations is systematically interpreted as representing another system of relations, rather than the interpretations being assigned piecemeal. Second, the representing relationships obey
9

the constraints that correspond to those obeyed by the represented relationships. Third,
there is only one token for each individual object.
Consider a diagram one might draw to show someone how to lay out a croquet
court. A great many croquet courts of different sizes and oriented in different directions might satisfy the diagram. It is the relative distances and relative directions that
count. For each court that satisfies the diagram there will be a homomorphism between
distances between wicket symbols on the map and distances on the court, and between
orientation on the diagram and directions. The homomorphism is not fixed piecemeal;
once it is fixed that one distance on the diagram represents a certain distance in the
world, all the other interpretations are fixed, and similarly with directions.
One could have systematic interpretation in a text-like representation; the distance
relations might all by expressed by inter-related linguistic formulae, such as “being n
meters”, “being n+1 meters” etc. But such a linguistic relation would not be closed
under constraints.
Note that the oddity or unnaturalness of our text-like homomorphisms comes, at
least in part, from the fact that we allow more that one token for a given object in
a given representation.7 Our diagram of a croquet court, however, meets what we
call “the unique token requirement”. There is one and only one representation for each
wicket. All the representing facts about that wicket—the facts that represent its distance
from other wickets, its direction, and any other facts about it that are represented—will
involve that one representation.
Multiple-token representation is ubiquitous in language, of course. It has the effect
of destroying the constraints that guarantee closure. Returning to the example involving
Figure 5, if we had allowed ourselves to use two tokens of “D” in our representation of
the row of shapes in Figure 6, then we could have had a representation that explicitly
represented B being to the left of D, and D being to the left of T, without having an
explicit representation of B being to the left of T.
Finally, Barwise and Etchemendy say that diagrammatic representations are conjunctive rather than disjunctive. This should not be taken to mean that a particular representing fact cannot represent a range of alternatives. There are many actual croquet
courts, facing different directions and with different distances between the wickets,
that satisfy the diagram we are imagining. The point is rather that the effect of adding
a new representing fact to a picture or diagram-like representation is to conjoin a fact
to what is already represented, not provide an alternative. This is a consequence of
systematic, constrained and localized representation. One creates new representations
by placing new representations for individual objects onto the diagram. The new representation cannot represent an alternative for one of the wickets already represented,
by the unique token requirement.
7 In lectures John Etchemendy makes essentially this point by calling the diagrammatic part of the Hyperproof display “token based”.
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3.2

Larkin and Simon

This property of unique token representation is related to the use of locations for grouping information, that Larkin and Simon emphasize ([6]). They provide three reasons
why diagrams can be superior to verbal descriptions for solving problems.





Diagrams can group together all information that is used together, thus avoiding
much searching for the elements needed to make a problem-solving inference.
Diagrams typically use location to group information about a single element,
avoiding the need to match symbolic labels.
Diagrams automatically support a large number of perceptual inferences, which
are extremely easy for humans.

The first two reasons emphasize the way diagrams use location to group information about a single object. This is lost when one uses the system of types and token.
Many different tokens of the same type designating the same individual object may be
scattered around a document, so that the information the document contains about that
individual is not localized. It is a feature of perception that the perceptually accessible
information about an individual is centered on that part of the perception that we think
of as being of the individual. Monadic or intrinsic facts about the individual will be
picked up by inspection of the individual, and relational facts will involve of part of the
scene that involves the individual. This sort of localization makes looking at a diagram
or picture like looking at the things themselves, and permits the inferential abilities of
the perceptual system to be exercised on the diagram or picture.

3.3

Stenning and Oberlander

There are two ways that one could end up with two representations of the same object.
One could have two tokens of a type, both of which designate the object. This is
ruled out by the unique-token property. But one could also have two types assigned
to the same object, like “Tully” and “Cicero”. Then a representation could satisfy the
unique token requirement, but still have multiple representations, and multiple loci of
information, about a single object. In “Words, Pictures and Calculi,” Stenning and
Oberlander point out that it is a feature of graphical representations to not allow this.
Stenning and Oberlander find the difference between graphical representations and
textual representations in a property they call specificity. We suggest that there are several aspects to specificity that are worth distinguishing. The major division is between
determinateness and regimentation. Determinateness we further divide into two kinds,
issue determinateness and Berkeley determinateness.
Determinateness. The basic idea of issue determinateness is that if a representation
raises an issue, it settles it. Let our representation be the following two sentences:



Madeline is charming. David works at SRI.
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The representational resources of this representation allow us to raise two further
issues: Is David charming? Does Madeline work at SRI? But the representation does
not settle them.
We will say that an issue, in the situation-theoretical sense of a relation and a suitable sequence of arguments, is available from a representation if the representation
contains items that stand for the relation and each of the arguments. Issue determinateness means that all available issues are settled by the representation—that is, that
it explicitly represents that the answer for the issue is yes or no (polarity 1 or 0).
This property requires more of a picture or diagram than the property of closure
under constraints that Barwise and Etchemendy mentioned. Suppose we have a representation of the fact that A is larger than B and a representation of the fact that C is
below D. The closure condition does not require that we have representations that tell
us whether or not A is below B, or C is larger than D, but this property does. However,
it does seem that systematic, constrained and localized systems of representation meet
this condition. In such a system, an element represents things about the object it designates in virtue of having various properties and standing in various relations. Each
of the other elements will have properties of the same kind and stand in relationships
of the same kind. So issues that are settled for one object, will be settled for all. For
example, when one puts a dot representing Omaha on a map, making issues about Omaha available in our sense, that dot will be a certain distance from all the other dots.
Putting the dot on the map, which makes the issues available, also settles them.
The second notion of determinateness is suggested by Stenning and Oberlander’s
citation of Berkeley, so we call it “Berkeley determinateness”. What impressed Berkeley was the fact that you couldn’t draw a picture of a triangle or have a mental image
of a triangle that wasn’t a picture or mental image of some definite type of triangle,
scalene, isosceles, right angle, etc.
To state what Berkeley determinateness entails, we need the determinable-determinate
distinction. This is exemplified by color and red, or height and 5’3”, or shape and 3/4/5
right triangle or weight and 180 pounds. Any object that has a determinable property
(shape, color, size) has some determinate value of it. But it is not the case in general
that a representation that represents an object as having a determinable property represents the object as having some determinate value of it. If we say, “David has an
interesting shape,” I imply that he has a shape, but I don’t say exactly what his shape
is.
It is a property a representational system might have, relative to some category
of properties, that if it represents an object as having a determinable property then it
represents that object as having some determinate value of it. This is what we call
Berkeley determinateness with respect to that category of properties.
However, it is not generally the case with pictures that they are Berkeley determinate with respect to the visually detectable properties they depict. An artist need not
decide whether she is painting a picture of tall people standing in front of a tall tree or
short people standing in front of a short tree. She represents the people and the tree as
having height (and arguably, weight) but not specific heights and weights. But if she
included a scale, and thus provided a systematically homomorphic representation, the
12

picture would have this property.
The fact is that there are some correspondences that are so natural, that it is difficult
to imagine alternatives. If you are going to use closed figures to represent shapes, what
shape should a triangle represent? It seems that the natural answer is, triangles. What
should an isosceles triangle represent? An isosceles triangle. The representation will
have a determinate value of each of its determinable properties, and so if it represents
exactly the same properties it has, the representation will be Berkeley determinate.
But this doesn’t generalize. If we are going to use objects with size to represent
sizes, what size should a one inch figure represent? The answer is not so obvious. We
are familiar with representing one size with another, and one distance with another, but
not with representing one color with another, or one shape with another.
Given a systematic, constrained and localized system of representation, we need to
fix rather than merely constrain the homomorphisms between representing and represented relations to get Berkeley specificity. With our croquet court diagram we could
do this by adding a scale and a north arrow.
Our conclusion then is that systems that are systematic, constrained and localized
need not be Berkeley determinate. That is an additional property. Some systems may
have it because there is a very natural built in “interpretation-fixer” that we assume at
least as a default: red represents red, yellow represents yellow, etc. Other systems may
have it because devices like a scale or a north arrow fix the homomorphism.
The fact that some representing properties such as colors and shapes seem to have
a built in interpretation-fixer can create problems for designers of representational systems. Lingraphica is a system designed by Dick Steele for the use of global aphasics,
who have lost the ability through brain injury to remember the meanings of words.
Steele designed an iconic, MacIntosh-based system for communicating with aphasics.
He concentrated for a while on recipes, which he found that his patients could follow
unassisted, by figuring out the meaning of the icons.
He had trouble coming up with an icon for “stir”. The natural way to do it is with a
dynamic icon showing a bowl of stuff being stirred by a spoon, say. But how to make
this an icon for “stir” and not “stir with a spoon”?
Regimentation Stenning and Oberlander give this list of representation systems, to
indicate some points along a dimension they call “regimentation”:
...a quantified abstraction; a disorderly text; an orderly text;...an alphabetized table of intercity distances; the same table with cities ordered by
longitude in the column labels and latitude in the row labels; and finally a
map.
Stenning and Oberlander connect this dimension with the number of ways there are
for making a representation true, and this connects regimentation with determinateness.
We’ll bypass the issues here, and note that at least one aspect of regimentation connects
with localization and the unique token requirement.
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In an ordinary piece of text, there are no limitations on the number of different
tokens that might stand for a given individual object, nor any restriction on where
they might occur. Still, a good orderly presentation will exhibit some localization of
information. Consider for example the CSLI brochure that is given to prospective
Industrial Affiliates. There is a paragraph headed by the name of each researcher,
which contains certain vital facts about them. A reader might turn to this page to know
who, for example, John Etchemendy is. But tokens of the name “John Etchemendy”
might also occur elsewhere in the brochure; not all the information about Etchemendy
is localized.
Stenning and Oberlander compare such more or less orderly texts with a mileage
chart and a map. In a mileage chart, there are two tokens of each name, one labeling
a column, one labeling a row. Finally, with a map, we have one token per object
represented.
This suggests a dimension defined by the constraints on the number and location
of tokens of names, with the unique token constraint at one end and the total lack of
constraints found in disorderly text at the other. We will use just a rough and ready
classification: no constraints, some constraints, and the unique token requirement.

4 From Texts to Pictures
Now we will focus on four of the factors we have discussed, which will help us to
distinguish five patterns of representation found in texts, charts, diagrams, maps, and
pictures. We regard this typology as a first step, neither comprehensive nor final.








Iconicity. Recall, we use this term to mean that the representational elements
have richly grounded meaning. We distinguished fully iconic, partly iconic and
non-iconic systems of representation.
Systematic, constrained interpretation. In both the picture and the map, spatial
relations among representations correspond to spatial relations among the represented items. Spatial relations are not represented by individual symbols, as in
text, but through a system of relationships among representations. The relations
among representations obey constraints that correspond to those obeyed by the
relations they represent.
Localization. In the picture and the map all the representing facts that carry information about a given individual object will involve a single (token) representation of that object. It is fully localized. With charts there are some constraints,
although more than one token is allowed; they are partially localized. There are
no constraints with text; the information is not localized.
Berkeley determinateness. This is systematic homomorphism when a determinate interpretation is provided, e.g. a scale and a north arrow for maps.
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Iconic

Texts
Charts
Diagrams
Maps
Pictures

No
No
Partly
Partly
Fully

Systematic,
Constrained
Interpretation
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Localized

Berkeley
Determinate

No
Partly
Fully
Fully
Fully

No
No
No
Yes
No

Table 1: Five types of representation
We can depict these factors in a way that gives us some rough but useful categories,
going from text-like to picture-like.
Note that the “yes” entry for maps under Berkeley Determinate appears to be an
anomaly in that every other feature is added or is increased as the representational type
moves from text to pictures. In this one respect, maps are more “picture-like” than
pictures. Alternatively, one might justify a partial “yes” on the grounds that the scale
for many pictures is implicitly fixed by our real-world knowledge.

5 ASL as a Heterogeneous System of Communication
On our analysis of ASL, it has three modes or “states”, that reflect the way that space is
being used to carry information. We call these states the text state, the chart-like state,
and the animated-diagram state. We claim that the text state is text-like, the chartlike state is chart-like and the animated-diagram state is diagram-like, in the senses
indicated by the chart in Table 1.
The text state. This is ordinary signing space. Gestures that correspond to vocabulary items are strung together to make longer phrases and sentences. Relationships,
tenses, etc., are indicated by word-order and other arbitrary conventions. Representation is not systematic and constrained, but piecemeal and unconstrained in the way that
speech or written text is.
ASL in text state is as expressive as any natural language. Abstract ideas, disjunctions, and the like can all be expressed; its limitations at any given time are just the
limits of the vocabulary.
One problem with ASL in text state, however, is that it can be very slow. Bellugi
has shown that on average it takes twice as long to make a sign as to utter the corresponding English word. However, she has also shown that signers stay even with
speakers in the rate at which they express thoughts ([19]). We believe that an important
reason for this is the use of the other two states.
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The Animated-Diagram State. In the talk on which this paper is based, we demonstrated the use of the animated diagram, but description will have to suffice here. Our
favorite illustration is based on an actual event, a small automobile accident in which a
member of our group was involved. Here is a textual description:
I was stopped at light, thinking about nothing in particular. Suddenly, a
car ran into my car from the right rear. It scraped along the right side of
my car, knocking it to one side, and came to a stop ahead and to the right
of my car.
A signer could do this just like it is done in English, with signs corresponding oneto-one with words. That’s not how it would normally be done in ASL—and in fact if
one tried to do it that way, it would be thought of as something quite different, “Signed
Exact English”. The normal way to convey this description would involve using the
hands to demonstrate the crash. The hands would be held in a shape that conventionally
means “vehicle”, but the movements are homomorphic and readily inferable. The story
can be told in about the same time it takes to tell it in spoken English, and in far less
time than it would take to tell it in Signed Exact English.
The dynamic nature of the diagram means that our criteria need to be satisfied for
the motion relations as well as the static relations. It compares to a motion picture
but it is not picture-like because it is not fully iconic. It is localized. The hands (or
particular fingers—depending) represent individual objects, and any individual object
will be represented at any given time only by one hand or finger. It is systematic
and constrained. Spatial relations between the representing hands or fingers represent
spatial relations between the represented objects; movement means movement, and so
forth. It need not be determinate. So on our criteria this state is diagram-like.
The diagram state has the disadvantages of diagram-like representation as well as
the advantages. Abstract ideas and disjunctions are not easily representable.
The chart-like state. The third state uses localization to group information about a
given individual or topic, but does not use space homomorphically.
Suppose you are comparing Neil and George. Neil is medium-height; George is
tall. Neil is bubbly; George is reserved. And so forth. In the chart-like state, an
ASL signer can subdivide the signing space into two regions, one for Neil and one for
George. Then she can sign the various attributes in the appropriate region. If she wants
to call attention to attributes to be compared or contrasted, she can sign one pair at a
time (like filling in one row of a chart) thus indicating the attributes to be contrasted
and the respective possessor of the attributes with one motion. If it is important to note
that an attribute is the same in both cases, for example if Neil and George were both
thirty-five, she could make the sign for that age in a neutral space, and then use the
bi-directional sign “same” between the regions. This is a little like drawing an arrow
between two cells of a chart to highlight a connection.
Situations can also be compared in this way; that is each region can contain an
animated diagram. This is an operation somewhat analogous to “case-splitting” in
Hyperproof.
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This state of ASL meets our criteria for being chart-like. It is non-iconic, not
systematic and constrained and not determinate. But it differs from unconstrained text
in using location to group information, and obeying the unique-token requirement.8
State-transitions. Since space is used differently depending on whether the signer is
in the text, animated diagram, or chart-like state, there is the possibility of ambiguity
and confusion. For example, does the signing of “Neil” to the right and “George” to
the left indicate that Neil and George were standing beside each other in some situation
being described or that regions of space are being labeled? Such ambiguity is usually
precluded because signers indicate their state transitions, for example by moving the
signing space. We say more about state-transition conventions in the second paper of
this series ([7]).

6 Conclusion
We have investigated factors that make representations more or less picture-like; several factors emerged, and consideration of those factors gave us five kinds of representational systems. We argued that ASL is a heterogeneous system of communication,
using three of the five types.
In the paper that forms the second part of this essay, we will develop an account
of the devices used in ASL to move from one state of representation to another, and
to transfer information across the states. We then look at the different kinds of representational systems that are used by modern, graphically-based computer interfaces.
We examine how some of the same problems arise that have been successfully solved
by ASL, and explore the possibility of exporting such solutions from ASL to graphical interfaces. And we use our categories to speculate on the use of sound icons or
earcons, three-dimensional sound, and other devices to create interfaces that provide
the advantages of graphical interfaces to individuals who are blind.
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